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With terrain from rugged mountains to idyllic coastline, Turkey has become a sought-after travel
destination, enjoyed not only for its beauty, but its culinary wonders. In Turquoise, Greg and Lucy
Malouf visit spice markets and soup kitchens, enjoy fish sandwiches on the Bosphorus, and
drink in ancient teahouses. The recipes inspired by their travels capture the enticing flavors that
define Turkish cuisine from the ancient ruins of Pergamum to modern day Istanbul. Some are
traditional favorites, such as Little Kefta Dumplings in Minted Yogurt Sauce, while many
morefrom Roast Chicken with Pine Nut and Barberry Pilav Stuffing to Pistachio Halva Ice
Creamare Greg's own, flavored with his years ofexperience cooking Middle Eastern food. With
its hundreds of luscious photographs, Turquoise is a chance to share in this unforgettable
Turkish journey.

About the AuthorGreg and Lucy Malouf live in Melbourne, Australia. The Maloufs have co-
authored Saha, Arabesque, and Moorish.Lisa Cohen and William Meppem are photographers
specializing in food.
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Saha: A Chef's Journey Through Lebanon and Syria [Middle Eastern Cookbook, 150 Recipes]



Caroline U, “Beautiful book!. This is a lovely book full of stunning pictures from all around Turkey.
It's pretty enough to prominently display on a coffee table or counter, but functional because the
recipes are easy to follow and delicious! We just got this book 2 days ago and have already
made three recipes (all successful). My only wish would be to see the Turkish name for every
recipe (not just a select few). And, my husband (from Turkey) says the recipes are really tasty,
but they're adaptations of traditional recipes. So, if you're looking to impress some Turkish
friends, be aware you're making "new" versions of traditional foods- and they're quite tasty!!!
Enjoy Turquoise, it makes me want to go back to Turkey every time I open another page... makes
me hungry too!”

Bryan, “Georgeous book. A rare work of art from the lovely binding and lavish, high quality paper
to the stunning photography. A very entertaining read with some tastey recipes mixed in. Must
have one on your coffee table, I swear it.”

SJJ, “Exquisite delights. Turquoise is an exquisitie book....it excites through the superb
presentation and photography; the writing of Lucy is both informative and enriching through the
intimate stories of the people Greg and Lucy meet along their travels, and then comes the
delights of the food. Greg is well known in Melbourne, where I come from, as an outstanding
Chef, owning a number of award winning restaurants, so it is not surprising his recipes are well
researched with excellent results.But perhaps the best outcome is wanting to visit Turkey to
personally feel the rich history and eat at the hand of some of the original producers and
cooks.EnjoySJJ-MelbournePS I am buying another copy for a friend.”

John J. Fitzpatrick, “Turkish Cuisine. Love the book and the history behind the food. A little
difficult to find specific dishes, since the book has a few samples from each region and hops
around the country, but a beautfully crafted cook indeed.”

Cookie, “Sunshine and Sumac. I have only recently discovered Turkish cooking and this book is
certainly going to increase my appetite for it. A travelogue within a cookbook with the kind of
photos that let you imagine the sunshine on your shoulders and the aroma of roast lamb with
spices you have never tried before. Turkish cooking is basic, healthy, quick and tasty. The
Maloufs explain the recipes in a straight forward way. Most of the ingredients are available in city
supermarkets especially if you explore some of the smaller middle eastern shops. I tried the
lamb shaslicks first up then the pomegranate drink. A real change from steak and 2 veg.”

Cooking in France, “Not to be missed. I am avid cookbook collector and user, but am rarely
moved to write reviews. I have also had the pleasure of visiting Istanbul and experiencing first
hand the wonderful cuisine. Turquoise far surpassed my expectations. It is hard to know what



pleases me more - the excellent collection of recipes presented with clear, easy to follow
instructions or the amazing photographs and descriptions that place the recipes in their colorful
contexts. It is definitely one of the gems of my collection, one which I would recommend highly
both to someone looking for a gift or to treat themselves.”

Virginia, “Turquoise by Greg Malouf. I first saw this book recently in Sydney and having been to
Turkey ....I absolutely fell in love with Greg Malouf's book Turquoise and just had to have it.The
photograhpy, the recipes and the layout made me feel as if I was standing on the edge of the
Bosphorus or tasting Turkish delicacies in the Grand Bazaar!I jumped onto Amazon and was
thrilled to find a copy at such a great price and so happy with the speed and cost of
shipping.Many thanks  to BRILANTI BOOKS and Amazon.”

RF, “AN EXCEPTIONAL BOOK AND A MUST HAVE FOR FOLLOWERS OF TURKISH
CUISINE. This is a must have recipe book very much like Anatolia and any serious cook would
adore this, not only well written but accompanied with exceptional photography.No one will be
disappointed buying this, the only downside is that for most people the book became so
desirous that it sold out and if you want to get a copy now it's going top cost you serious money
even the paperback is expensive, I'm lucky, I got my new copy when it came out!Try and find it, it
is a superlative book that will enable you to present authentic Turkish cuisine to your guests.”

SPQR, “Some of the obscure ingredients can be made easily at home. This cookbook is
gorgeous - but, as the other reviewers have said, it is also heavily a photography book. That's
normally not really my thing when it comes to standard cookbooks, but the photography in this
book is so gorgeous, and the subject matter so interesting, that it's impossible not to fall in love
with Turkey after looking through it.Two of the most often used obscure ingredients in this book,
pekmez and pomegranate molasses, are very simple to make at home (and really, the only work
is watching some juice boil down to a syrup). Perhaps a pain if you are only using it for one
recipe, but if you make them with the intention of using them in various recipes from this book
and others, such as the Ottolenghi books, they are well worth it. You can easily find recipes
online for these items through google. Sumac, while not available at your local big box grocery
store, is easily enough found in smaller epiceries, Turkish or otherwise.If you don't love the
process of cooking (and not everyone does), then this isn't the book for you. If you have a love
affair with your kitchen and enjoy experimenting with styles of food and cooking that you're not
used to, then you'll like this book. But it's not for novices.”

Susie Q, “Great photographs and recipes. I had seen this book whilst in Turkey many years ago
and wanted to get a copy.  It is a great book.”

LInze, “Four Stars. This was a great travelogue of the food and culture.”



The book by Greg Malouf has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 56 people have provided feedback.
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